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ABSTRACT

GPS receivers are provided that reduce all types of interference signals with a simple receiver structure that includes an antenna system having a reference antenna element and a plurality of auxiliary antenna elements, a plurality of phase shifters and a power combiner. The receiver also includes a downconverter, a digital GPS processor and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Each antenna element generates a single output signal in response to all polarization components of a GPS signal. In response to a composite signal of interference signals and GPS signals, the reference antenna element provides a reference signal and the auxiliary antenna elements provide auxiliary signals which each has a phase difference from the reference signal that is a function of its respective auxiliary antenna element's location in an antenna array space and of paths of the interference signals. The phase shifters facilitate phase adjustment of at least one of the auxiliary signals to thereby reduce the amplitude of the combined signal and thereby reduce the contribution of the interference signal below a selected threshold. The reference signal has a reference signal gain and each of N auxiliary signals has an auxiliary signal gain substantially equal to 1/N times the reference signal gain. This fixed amplitude relationship further reduces the contribution of the interference signal while simplifying the receiver structure and lowering its cost. Preferably, a signal processor is responsive to the ADC and is programmed to adjust the phase shifters to reduce the combined signal.

29 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
PROVIDING A REFERENCE ANTENNA ELEMENT AND A PLURALITY OF AUXILIARY ANTENNA ELEMENTS WHEREIN EACH ANTENNA ELEMENT GENERATES A SINGLE OUTPUT SIGNAL IN RESPONSE TO ALL POLARIZATION COMPONENTS OF THE COMPOSITE SIGNAL

ARRANGING THE REFERENCE ANTENNA ELEMENT AND THE AUXILIARY ANTENNA ELEMENTS TO DEFINE AN ANTENNA ARRAY SPACE

RECEIVING THE COMPOSITE SIGNAL WITH THE REFERENCE ANTENNA ELEMENT AND THE AUXILIARY ANTENNA ELEMENTS TO THEREBY PROVIDE A REFERENCE SIGNAL AND ALSO PROVIDE A PLURALITY OF AUXILIARY SIGNALS WHICH EACH HAS A PHASE DIFFERENCE FROM THE REFERENCE SIGNAL THAT IS A FUNCTION OF ITS RESPECTIVE LOCATION IN THE ANTENNA ARRAY SPACE AND OF THE INTERFERENCE SIGNAL PATH

COMBINING THE REFERENCE SIGNAL AND THE AUXILIARY SIGNALS TO FORM A COMBINED SIGNAL

ADJUSTING THE PHASE OF AT LEAST ONE OF THE AUXILIARY SIGNALS TO THEREBY REDUCE THE AMPLITUDE OF THE COMBINED SIGNAL AND THEREBY REDUCE THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE INTERFERENCE SIGNAL

FIG. 5

COMBINING THE REFERENCE SIGNAL AND THE AUXILIARY SIGNALS TO FORM A COMBINED SIGNAL

CONDUCTING A SEARCH FOR PHASE-ADJUSTMENT COMBINATIONS OF THE AUXILIARY SIGNALS THAT REDUCE THE COMBINED SIGNAL BELOW A SELECTED THRESHOLD

FIG. 9
Various responses have been proposed to interference signals. In an exemplary one, U.S. Pat. No. 5,712,641 provides antenna structures that decompose a GPS signal into two orthogonally-polarized signals which are then processed through a two-stage polarimeter. In each polarimeter stage, each input signal passes through its own phase shifter and the output signals are combined in a 90° hybrid. The delta port of the final 90° hybrid generates a difference signal which is passed on to conventional GPS receiver circuits and is also processed in a control loop to adjust the phase shifters so as to null the signal at the delta port.

In an exemplary adjustment process, one phase shifter of the second stage is set to five different settings and, for each setting, the other second-stage phase shifter is stepped over a 180° range. The settings that produce the least delta signal are selected and this entire process is then repeated with the first-stage phase shifters. Subsequently, one second-stage phase shifter is fine tuned in several steps over a narrow range and left at the setting that achieved the lowest delta signal. This fine tuning process is then repeated with one first-stage phase shifter. The narrow range is further narrowed and the entire fine tuning process is repeated to again reduce the delta signal.

In U.S. Pat. No. 5,694,416, an exemplary antenna array has four antenna elements and a downconverter structure (e.g., a serial connection of a pre-selector, two mixers, bandpass and lowpass filters, an ADC and a digital equalizer) dedicated to each antenna element. Five tracking channels are each coupled to each of the equalizers. Each tracking channel includes code despellers and I/Q accumulators for carrier and code tracking.

At baseband in the fifth channel, an interference data generator receives non-despread but accumulated signals and forms an estimate of the non-despread but accumulated interference data. This data is used in correlators to spread interference energy while coherently adding satellite energy over a correlation interval.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,347,284 describes antenna, downconverter, ADC and baseband processors in which null zone processing is included in the ADC to provide a degree of immunity to continuous wave (CW) interference signals. In particular, threshold detectors sense the portions of time the downconverted and digitized signals spend at low, average and high thresholds. Because a CW signal spends a larger portion of time near the low and high thresholds than spread spectrum signals, its presence can be sensed and, in response, weights applied to the digitization process to attenuate low and high signals and, thereby, reduce CW signal strength.

Although the systems described above may enhance the ratio of GPS-to-interference signal strength, the polarimeter of U.S. Pat. No. 5,712,641 is a complex microwave structure and its alignment process is lengthy and time-consuming, the approach of U.S. Pat. No. 5,694,416 is hardware intensive for it requires a receiver downconverter for each antenna element and applications of the teachings of U.S. Pat. No. 5,347,284 are limited to CW interference signals.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to GPS receivers that reduce all types of interference signals with receiver structures of minimal complexity that are economical to produce and that facilitate rapid interference-reduction procedures. In particular, the invention is directed to GPS receivers for reducing the contribution of at least one interference signal while receiving a composite signal that includes the inter-
ference signal and at least one circularly-polarized GPS signal wherein the interference signal propagates along an associated interference signal path.

These receivers include an antenna having a reference antenna element and a plurality of auxiliary antenna elements, a plurality of phase shifters, a power combiner, a downconverter, a digital GPS processor and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Each antenna element generates a single output signal in response to all polarization components of the GPS signals and, in response to the composite signal, the reference antenna element provides a reference signal and the auxiliary antenna elements provide auxiliary signals which each has a phase difference from the reference signal that is a function of its respective auxiliary antenna element’s location in the antenna array space and of the interference signal path.

The phase shifters are each coupled to vary the phase of a respective one of the auxiliary signals and the power combiner is coupled to the reference antenna element and to the phase shifters to combine the reference signal and the auxiliary signals into a combined signal. The downconverter reduces the frequency of the combined signal and the ADC couples the downconverter to the GPS processor. Accordingly, the phase shifters facilitate phase adjustment of at least one of the auxiliary signals to thereby reduce the amplitude of the combined signal and thereby reduce the contribution of the interference signal.

In a receiver embodiment, the reference signal has a reference signal gain and each of the auxiliary signals have an auxiliary signal gain substantially equal to 1/N times the reference signal gain. This fixed amplitude relationship further reduces the contribution of the interference signal while simplifying the receiver structure and lowering its cost.

Preferably, a signal processor is responsive to the ADC and is programmed to adjust the phase shifters to reduce the combined signal, i.e., conduct a search for phase-adjustment combinations of the auxiliary signals that reduce the combined signal.

GPS antennas of the invention are particularly structured to facilitate their installation on planar and nonplanar surfaces (e.g., missile and airplane surfaces).

The novel features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. The invention will be best understood from the following description when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a GPS receiver of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detailed block diagram of a microwave downconverter system in the GPS receiver of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is an enlarged plan view of a GPS antenna of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a side view of the GPS antenna of FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of process steps in the downconverter system of FIG. 2;

FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of a patch antenna in the GPS antenna of FIG. 3;

FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 3 which illustrates a portion of a generic GPS antenna of the invention;

FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 4 that shows a side view of a nonplanar antenna; and

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of additional process steps in the downconverter system of FIG. 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 illustrates a GPS receiver 20 which can reduce all types of interference signals with a simple, economical structure. The GPS receiver 20 has an interference-nulling microwave downconverter system 22 coupled to a digital GPS processor 23. The downconverter system 22 includes an antenna 24 that generates a reference signal 25 and a plurality of auxiliary signals 26. The reference signal 25 is passed to a power combiner 28 and the auxiliary signals are coupled through phase shifters 32 to the power combiner.

An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 34 is coupled to the power combiner 28 by a downconverter 36 which receives local oscillator signals from a signal source 37. An interference-nulling feedback loop 40 couples the output of the ADC 34 back to the phase shifters 32. The ADC output also passes to the GPS processor 23. An examination of portions of the GPS processor 23 is preceded by the following description of FIG. 2 which illustrates details of the microwave downconverter system 22.

FIG. 2 shows an exemplary embodiment of the antenna 24 of FIG. 1 that is formed with a reference antenna element 51 and three auxiliary antenna elements 52. In an L1 phase-shifting and signal-combining system 54, the reference antenna element 51 is coupled through a low-noise amplifier (LNA) 56 to the microwave power combiner 28 and the auxiliary antenna elements 52 are each coupled through other LNA’s 58 and through a respective one of microwave phase shifters 32A–32C to the power combiner. The antenna 24 and the phase-shifting and signal-combining system 54 form an antenna system of the present invention.

A microwave signal source 37 (e.g., a frequency synthesizer) supplies a local oscillator signal 61 to downconvert the output of the power combiner 28 in a mixer 62. The downconverted signal from the mixer 62 is filtered in a low-pass filter 64 and passed to the ADC 34 through a multiplexer 66 and an intermediate-frequency amplifier 68.

The elements of the L1 phase-shifting and signal-combining system 54 are configured to operate at the L1 GPS carrier frequency (1575.42 MHz). FIG. 2 also illustrates an L2 phase-shifting and signal-combining system 74 which is similar to the L1 phase-shifting and signal-combining system 54 but whose elements are configured to operate at the L2 GPS frequency (1227.6 MHz). Another mixer 62 and low-pass filter 64 couple this downconverter and combiner to the multiplexer 66 and the signal source 37 supplies a local oscillator signal 75 to this latter mixer.

Any conventional antenna structure that generates a single signal in response to all polarization components of circularly-polarized GPS signals can be used for the reference antenna element 51 and the auxiliary antenna elements 52. For example, these elements can be the metallic patches 51 and 52 that are supported on a dielectric substrate 79 in FIG. 3.

Although the reference and auxiliary patches can be arranged in various ways to extend across and define an antenna array space 80, the exemplary arrangement of FIG. 3 places the auxiliary patches 52 on an imaginary circle 82 centered on the reference patch 51 and having a radius ρ/2 in which ρ is a GPS wavelength (e.g., the wavelength of one of the L1 and L2 signals or a wavelength that approximates these wavelengths). The three auxiliary patches are circumferentially spaced apart by substantially 120°.

FIG. 4 shows that the antenna 24 generates a substantially hemispherical antenna pattern 86 which is especially suit-
able for receiving GPS signals from the constellation of GPS satellites because these satellites constantly enter, move across, and exit the sky dome above a GPS receiver.

In general, the antenna 24 receives a composite signal which includes at least one circularly-polarized GPS signal at one of the L1 and L2 frequencies and also includes one or more interference signals. As described above, the strength of a spread spectrum GPS signal is below a GPS receiver’s thermal noise level. Therefore, the presence of an interference signal in the downconverter system 22 of FIG. 2 can be sensed by detecting whether the received signal (e.g., at the output of the power combiner 28 or at the ADC 34) is above the receiver’s thermal noise level. If it is, an interference signal is known to be present; if not, there is no interference signal in the composite signal.

FIG. 4 shows an interference signal 90 traveling along an associated interference signal path 92. A constant phase plane 94 through the reference patch 51 will therefore be orthogonal to the path 92. It is thus apparent that first and second auxiliary patches 52A and 52B will have signal phases of \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) relative to the signal phase received by the reference patch 51.

Returning attention to FIG. 2, it is also apparent that if the signal received by the reference patch 51 is normalized and its reference phase arbitrarily set at \( \theta \), the reference signal 100 can be expressed as 1 and an \( \theta \)th auxiliary signal 102 expressed as \( e^{i\theta} \). With these designations, the received signals from the antenna 24 are,

\[
1, e^{i\phi_1}, e^{i\phi_2}, \ldots, e^{i\phi_N}
\]

for a generic antenna having \( N \) auxiliary antenna elements. If the paths from the auxiliary antenna elements to the power combiner 28 are arranged to realize an amplitude change of 1/N and if the phases introduced by \( N \) respective phase shifters are respectively set to

\[
\phi_1, \phi_2, \ldots, \phi_N
\]

then the signals of (1) above are converted to

\[
1, (1/N)e^{i\phi_1}, (1/N)e^{i\phi_2}, \ldots, (1/N)e^{i\phi_N}
\]

at the inputs to the power combiner 28. Because the reference signal is 1 and the sum of the phase-shifted auxiliary signals is \( e^{i\theta} \), the combined signal out of the power combiner 28 is therefore reduced to zero (i.e., the interference signal has been nullled).

Accordingly, the downconverter system 22 of FIG. 2 has a feedback loop 40 with an input signal 112 that corresponds to the level of the combined signal and an output signal 114 that adjusts the phase shifters 32. The input signal 112 can be taken at any point which represents the output amplitude of the power combiner 28, e.g., the microwave input signal 112A, the intermediate-frequency input signal 112B or the digitized input signal 112C. The feedback loop 40 includes a multiplexer 116 that facilitates application of the output signal 114 to both of the L1 phase-shifting and signal-combining system 54 and the L2 phase-shifting and signal-combining system 74. The dual antenna systems facilitate tracking of a selected one of the L1 and L2 GPS signals.

When an interference signal propagates along associated interference signal paths to the GPS receiver 20 of FIG. 1, the downconverter system 22 of FIG. 2 can therefore reduce its contribution to the received composite signal that includes the interference signal and at least one GPS signal. In its operation, the downconverter system follows the exemplary process steps of the flow chart 120 of FIG. 5.

In a first process step 122 of this flow chart, a reference antenna element and a plurality of auxiliary antenna elements are provided wherein each antenna element generates a single output signal in response to all polarization components of the composite signal (i.e., the process does not require the generation of signals from different polarization components such as vertical and horizontal components). After the reference antenna element and the auxiliary antenna elements are arranged across an antenna array space in step 124, the composite signal is received in step 126 with the reference antenna element and the auxiliary antenna elements to provide a reference signal and a plurality of auxiliary signals. Each of the auxiliary signals has a phase difference from the reference signal that is a function of its respective location in the antenna array space and of the orientation of the interference signal path.

In a fourth process step 128, the reference signal and the auxiliary signals are combined to form a combined signal. In a final process step 130, the phase of at least one of the auxiliary signals is adjusted to thereby reduce the amplitude of the combined signal and thereby reduce the contribution of the interference signal. FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary patch antenna 134 for receiving the circularly-polarized GPS signals. The patch 134 has a geometrical center 136 and tap points 138 and 139 that are spaced from the center and located along orthogonally-related radial lines. The spacing from the center selects a desired impedance and the orthogonal locations cause the tap points to detect first and second orthogonally-polarized signals.

First and second feed paths 140 and 141 couple the tap points 138 and 139 to a patch feed line 144 that extends to one of the LNAs 56 of FIG. 2. The feed line 141 is taken along a path (indicated by a broken line) that generates a 90° phase shift relative to the feed line 140 so that the first and second orthogonally-polarized signals combine to form one of the reference signal 100 and the auxiliary signals 102 of FIG. 2. Thus a single signal is formed in response to all polarization components of the received signal. Although the patch 134 has been shown to have a circular pattern, any conventional patch pattern (e.g., the square pattern 148) can be used.

Although the antenna 24 of FIG. 3 illustrates three auxiliary antenna elements 52 arranged on a reference antenna element 51, the teachings of the invention may, in general, be practiced with any reference antenna element and auxiliary antenna elements that are arranged to define an antenna array space. In particular, these teachings can be practiced with the generic antenna 150 of FIG. 7 that has auxiliary antenna elements 152 located on imaginary concentric circles 154 centered on a reference element 156. Preferably, the auxiliary antenna elements 152 are also located on imaginary radial spokes 158. The use of additional auxiliary elements generally facilitates the reduction of multiple interference signals.

Although the antenna elements are arranged in FIG. 4 to extend across and define a planar antenna array space, the teachings of the invention may also, in general, be practiced with nonplanar or three-dimensional antenna array spaces. For example, the auxiliary antenna elements 52A and 52B of FIG. 6 can be positioned below the plane of the reference antenna element 51 as shown in FIG. 8 to extend the antenna pattern 86 of FIG. 4 downward. As a result, an antenna pattern 162 of FIG. 8 is generated that may provide better reception of signals from GPS satellites that are proximate to the horizon. Because the downconverter system 22 of FIG. 2 reduces the contribution of an interference signal to a received
To facilitate reduction of interference signals, a signal processor (e.g., a microprocessor) 219 is preferably inserted in the feedback loop 40 of FIG. 2 and programmed in accordance with the flow diagram 220 of FIG. 9. The first process step 222 of this figure is the same as process step 128 of FIG. 5 and, in process step 224, a search is conducted for phase-adjustment combinations of the auxiliary signals that reduce the combined signal below a selected threshold.

GPS receivers with GPS antenna systems and methods have been disclosed for reducing the contribution of at least one interference signal while receiving a composite signal that includes that interference signal and at least one circularly-polarized GPS signal. These systems and methods use structures of minimal complexity that are economical to produce. Their fixed amplitude weights simplify the receiver structure while their phase weights are applied without requiring an expensive multiple downconverter structure.

When practicing the invention, the number of antenna elements can be selected in accordance with the number of interference signals to be reduced (i.e., greater number of interference signals generally requires greater number of antenna elements). Also, the number of phase settings (i.e., the number of bits) of the phase shifters 32 of FIG. 2 is a function of the depth and width of a realized antenna pattern null (e.g., the null 190 of FIG. 4) and can be selected accordingly.

The preferred embodiments of the invention described herein are exemplary and numerous modifications, variations and rearrangements can be readily envisioned to achieve substantially equivalent results, all of which are intended to be embraced within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A global positioning system (GPS) receiver for reducing a contribution of an interference signal while receiving a composite signal that includes said interference signal and at least one circularly-polarized GPS signal wherein said interference signal propagates along an associated interference signal path, the receiver comprising:

   an antenna having a reference antenna element and a plurality of auxiliary antenna elements arranged across an antenna array wherein each antenna element generates a single output signal in response to all polarization components of said GPS signal and, in response to same composite signal, said reference antenna element provides a reference signal and said auxiliary antenna elements provide auxiliary signals which each has a phase difference from said reference signal that is a function of its respective auxiliary antenna element’s location in said antenna array and said interference signal path;

   a plurality of phase shifters that are each coupled to vary the phase of a respective one of said auxiliary signals;

   a power combiner coupled to said reference antenna element and to said phase shifters to combine said reference signal and said auxiliary signals into a combined signal;

   a downconverter that reduces the frequency of said combined signal;

   an analog GPS processor; and

   an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that couples said downconverter to said GPS processor;

   said phase shifters facilitating phase adjustment of at least one of said auxiliary signals to thereby reduce the amplitude of said combined signal and thereby reduce said contribution of said interference signal.
2. The GPS receiver of claim 1, further including:
a low-noise amplifier that couples said reference antenna
element to said power combiner; and
a plurality of low-noise amplifiers that each couple a
 respective one of said auxiliary antenna elements to its
 respective phase shifter.
3. The GPS receiver of claim 1, wherein each of said
 reference antenna element and said auxiliary antenna
 elements is a patch antenna.
4. The GPS receiver of claim 1, wherein each of said
 auxiliary antenna elements is positioned on a respective one
 of a plurality of imaginary concentric circles centered on
 said reference element.
5. The GPS receiver of claim 1, wherein each of said
 auxiliary antenna elements is positioned on an imaginary
circle centered on said reference element.
6. The GPS receiver of claim 5, wherein said plurality of
 auxiliary antenna elements is three auxiliary antenna ele-
 ments that are spaced substantially 120° apart.
7. The GPS receiver of claim 1, wherein said antenna
 array is a planar array.
8. The GPS receiver of claim 1, wherein said antenna
 array is a three-dimensional array.
9. The GPS receiver of claim 1, wherein said digital GPS
 processor includes at least one digital receiver channel that
 has a code tracking loop and a carrier tracking loop for
 tracking the frequency and ranging codes of said GPS signal.
10. The GPS receiver of claim 1, further including a signal
 processor responsive to said ADC, said signal processor
 facilitating adjustment of said phase shifters to reduce said
 combined signal.
11. A global positioning system (GPS) receiver for reduc-
ing a contribution of an interference signal while receiving
 a composite signal that includes said interference signal and
 at least one circularly-polarized GPS signal wherein said
 interference signal propagates along an associated inter-
 ference signal path, the receiver comprising:
an antenna having a reference antenna element and N
 auxiliary antenna elements arranged to define an
 antenna array wherein each antenna element generates
 a single output signal in response to all polarization
 components of said GPS signal and, in response to said
 composite signal, said reference antenna element pro-
 vides a reference signal and said auxiliary antenna
 elements provide auxiliary signals which each has a
 phase difference from said reference signal that is a
 function of its respective auxiliary antenna element's
 location in said antenna array and of said interference
 signal path;
N phase shifters that are each coupled to vary the phase
 of a respective one of said auxiliary signals;
a power combiner coupled to said reference antenna
 element and to said phase shifters to combine said
 reference signal and said auxiliary signals into a com-
bined signal;
a downconverter that reduces the frequency of said com-
bined signal;
a digital GPS processor;
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that couples said
donewinter to said GPS processor; and
a signal processor that is responsive to said ADC and
facilitates adjustment of said phase shifters to reduce
said combined signal and thereby reduce said contrib-
tion of said interference signal.
12. The GPS receiver of claim 11, wherein, prior to their
combination in said power combiner, said reference signal
has a reference signal gain and each of said auxiliary signals
have an auxiliary signal gain substantially equal to 1/N times
said reference signal gain.
13. A global positioning system (GPS) antenna system for
reducing a contribution of an interference signal while
receiving a composite signal that includes said interference
signal and at least one circularly-polarized GPS signal
wherein said interference signal propagates along an associ-
ated interference signal path, the receiver comprising:
an antenna having a reference antenna element and a
plurality of auxiliary antenna elements arranged to
define an antenna array wherein each antenna element
generates a single output signal in response to all
polarization components of said GPS signal and, in
response to said composite signal, said reference
antenna element provides a reference signal and said
auxiliary antenna elements provide auxiliary signals
which each has a phase difference from said reference
signal that is a function of its respective auxiliary
antenna element’s location in said antenna array and of
said interference signal path;
a plurality of phase shifters that are each coupled to vary
the phase of a respective one of said auxiliary signals; and
a power combiner coupled to said reference antenna
element and to said phase shifters to combine said
reference signal and said auxiliary signals into a com-
bined signal;
said phase shifters facilitating phase adjustment of at least
one of said auxiliary signals to thereby reduce the
amplitude of said combined signal and thereby reduce
said contribution of said interference signal.
14. The GPS antenna system of claim 13, wherein each of
said reference antenna element and said auxiliary antenna
elements is a patch antenna.
15. The GPS antenna system of claim 14, wherein each of
said reference antenna element and said auxiliary antenna
elements includes:
a patch;
first and second tap points on said patch arranged to detect
first and second orthogonally-polarized signals; and
a feed-line structure arranged to combine said first and
second orthogonally-polarized signals into a single
signal.
16. The GPS antenna system of claim 13, wherein each of
said auxiliary antenna elements is positioned on a respective
one of a plurality of imaginary concentric circles centered on
said reference
17. The GPS antenna system of claim 13, wherein each of
said auxiliary antenna elements is positioned on an imagi-
ary circle centered on said reference element.
18. The GPS antenna system of claim 17, wherein said
plurality of auxiliary antenna elements is three auxiliary
antenna elements that are spaced substantially 120° apart.
19. The GPS antenna system of claim 13, wherein said
antenna array is a planar array.
20. The GPS antenna system of claim 13, wherein said
antenna array is a three-dimensional array.
21. A method of reducing a contribution of an interference
signal to a received composite signal that includes said
interference signal and at least one global positioning system
(GPS) signal wherein said interference signal propagates
along an associated interference signal path, the method
comprising the steps of:
providing a reference antenna element and a plurality of
auxiliary antenna elements wherein each antenna elec-
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ment generates a single output signal in response to all polarization components of said composite signal; arranging said reference antenna element and said auxiliary antenna elements to define an antenna array; receiving said composite signal with said reference antenna element and said auxiliary antenna elements to thereby provide a reference signal and also provide a plurality of auxiliary signals which each has a phase difference from said reference signal that is a function of its respective location in said antenna array and of said interference signal path; combining said reference signal and said auxiliary signals to form a combined signal; and adjusting the phase of at least one of said auxiliary signals to reduce said combined signal and thereby reduce said contribution of said interference signal.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein said reference signal has a reference amplitude, said auxiliary signals have auxiliary amplitudes and the sum of said auxiliary amplitudes differs from said reference amplitude by an amplitude difference; and further including the step of selecting the amplitude of at least one of said reference signal and said auxiliary signals to reduce said amplitude difference and thereby reduce said contribution of said interference signal.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein each of said reference antenna element and said auxiliary antenna elements is a patch and further including the steps of:

arranging tap points on said patch to detect first and second orthogonally-polarized signals; and coupling said tap points with a feed-line structure that is arranged to combine said first and second orthogonally-polarized signals into a single signal.

24. The method of claim 21, wherein said arranging step includes the step of positioning each of said auxiliary antenna elements on a respective one of a plurality of imaginary concentric circles centered about said reference element.

25. The method of claim 21, wherein said arranging step includes the step of positioning each of said auxiliary antenna elements on an imaginary circle centered about said reference element.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein said plurality of auxiliary antenna elements is three auxiliary antenna elements and said positioning step includes the steps of spacing each of said auxiliary antenna elements substantially 120° apart.

27. The GPS antenna system of claim 21, wherein said antenna array is a planar array.

28. The GPS antenna system of claim 21, wherein said antenna array is a three-dimensional array.

29. The method of claim 21, further including the step of establishing a threshold signal level and wherein said adjusting step includes the step of reducing the amplitude of said combined signal below said threshold signal level.
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